VARY-CATION
A Perambulator Storage

Inclusive Design by Fenny Verina
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Fenny Verina
Fenny Verina is currently taking the final year of Bachelor of Industrial
Design in RMIT Melbourne, Australia. She has graduated from Diploma
of Product Design in 2009. Fenny is from Pematangsiantar, North
Sumatera, Indonesia.
In recent years in RMIT University, she has been working on various
projects such as product design; pen and lighting design, ceramics fruit
bowl, sustainable vacation service design, textile exhibition interaction
design, human powered vehicle, Pathway finding and graphic design.
However, she enjoyed the ceramic project the most.
In this year, 2012, she has challenged herself to do the project about the
baby transportation system as her major project as Industrial Design final
year student.

Foreword
It started in February 2012
when I met my little niece - an
adorable nine month-old baby
girl in Singapore. One day, I went
shopping with her mother and
saw how she was struggling
with shopping and pushing the
baby stroller at the same time.

I happened to know that every
time she went out with her kid,
she had to bring a lot of stuff such
as baby stroller, baby organizer
bag and her own handbag. I tried
to help her to push the stroller and
that was how I started my first
experience with a baby stroller.

I then went back to Melbourne
to continue my study. On my first
day of the new semester, sitting
in class, I kept thinking of doing
something related to baby stroller.
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The idea with a combination of
baby stroller, baby pram and
baby car seat came up to my
mind. Parent will then only need
to buy one thing and it will be
everything for them.
To know more deeply about my
project, I started to interview to

a lot of parents. They told me
a lot of stories regarding to baby
strollers and also raised a lot of
issues around this type of baby
transport.
However, after having done
with the research and had the
experience with the baby stroller,

I decided to only focus on the baby
stroller ‘storage’ part. My study
shows that many parents are
not satisfied with the design of
this part as they think it is really
inconvenient for them to do the
groceries shopping.
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INTRODUCTION

BABY PRAM AND STROLLER
This is the Baby Pram and baby stroller from
Stokke.
A “baby carriage” (in North American English),
“pram” (in British English) or “carrycot” is generally
used for newborn babies and have the infant
lying down facing the pusher.
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A “stroller” (North American English) or “push chair”
or “buggy” (British English) has the child (generally
up to three years old) in a sitting position, usually
facing forwards, instead of facing the pusher.
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TARGET AUDIENCE
The target audience is dedicated to parents,
grandparents, and whoever will use the baby
strollers. This product user will be the parent with
kids aged from one to five. However, the candidate
buyer will be from middle-income family.

The users of this product will be mothers or
housewives, who need to push the baby strollers
to wherever they are particularly while doing the
groceries shopping and going on picnic at weekends.
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SHOPPING OBSERVATION
This is the observation of
parents doing the shopping
either in market for groceries
or in mall for pleasure. It seems
that many parents put their stuff
and shopping goods on the baby
strollers.
12

In some cases, parents hang their
belongings on the baby stroller
handles while others put clothes
on the baby stroller shelters and
even children need to help by
leaving the groceries on their laps
while sitting in the strollers.
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baby stroller storage and hang the
shopping goods on the handles.
Some of them put the groceries
on the baby stroller seats while
they have to carry their kids by
themselves.. In one scenario, one
father even put his kids on the

shopping cart instead of baby
stroller. Thus, this has raised the
concern of safety issue to the kids
and the inconvenience and issue
to the parents while doing the
shopping.

STORAGE OBSERVATION
This is the observation of
how parents do the groceries
shopping with their kids and
how they fit the groceries in the
baby strollers. From the pictures
above, many parents are trying
to put all the groceries into the
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EXISTING BABY STROLLERS
This is the research about the
existing baby strollers in the
market nowadays. They are two
different ranges, which are highend baby stroller, price range is
from $300++ to $1000++ and
middle-end baby stroller,
14

price range is from $30++ to
$300++. The high-end stroller
can be found in David Jones
Melbourne and middle end stroller
is sold in Target Melbourne.

However, high-end baby stroller
seems more balance, huge and
aesthetic compared to middleend baby stroller.
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BABY CARRIER
This is the baby carrier, which is available in Target
Melbourne. It is a 2 in 1 multi-use baby carrier
which baby can be put in front at the early age
and carried on the back at toddler years. This baby
carrier is for baby up to 2 years. It is made of the
waterproof fabric and it is strong. The design is like
a backpack and it is safe to use for baby.

The baby carrier is created to make parents’ lives
more convenient, so that, they don’t have to push
the baby stroller in the baby in the early age. It is
also created to let the baby closer to mum and this
can make the baby feel more secured.
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USER INTERVIEW
To know what is the need and
issue about the current baby
strollers, I have interviewed
some of the parents. The first
person that I had a conversation
with was Ms. Karan Jones, an
Australian single mother with
16

two sons. She mentioned that the
baby pram was sharing between
her two sons and she has two
baby strollers, one is the high-end
and the other one is the middleend. She preferred the middle-end
stroller because it was smaller and

easier to carry. Karan also insisted
that the fabric of the baby stroller
seats was hard to clean and
had recommended me to design
something that easy to clean.
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The second person that I had
chatted with was Melody. She
is a Vietnamese housewife with
one daughter. Basically, what
she said was similar to Karan,
however, she mentioned that the
baby strollers storage was not big

enough. She has to bring extra
baby organizer bag to put her
baby stuff. The third person that
I interviewed was Nancy. She is
Taiwanese and working mum
with one daughter and one son.
She also had two baby stroller

and she was preferred the middleend stroller because it is easier
to fold. Nancy also said that the
storage of the baby stroller was
not big enough.
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INSPIRATION – MAX BARENBRUG
This is inspiration article by
Laura Stevens (August 27,
2011) in the Wall Street Journal.
The article is about how Max
became the designer of Bugaboo
stroller. He had the curiosity
since he was 10 years old

and he started to make money
from building loft-bed frames
by welding. After having earned
a lot of money, he started to
invent in the Bugaboo stroller.
He had always been obsessed
of designing the multifunctional

stroller and worked on it for
several years and succeed.
He said “It’s easy to give the
customer what they want, but
you’re more successful if you
give them what they didn’t know
they wanted.”
19
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PRODUCT TESTING – QUINNY
On Saturday, 24 March 2012, I
went to one of my friend’s house
for house warming party. She is
mother of two sons and she has
Quinny baby stroller. She bought
this for $1000++ and only used
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it few times because it is big.
On that day, I took the opportunity
to try this product, folding and
unfolding, carrying and pushing
it.It was a bit hard to fold and
heavy. However, I like the three

wheels because it makes the
stroller stable and balance. The
thing that I had to pay attention
was that I always kicked the
wheels. Overall, I am quite
satisfied with this stroller.
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PRODUCT TESTING – THE UNEVEN FLOOR
In the Baby & Toddler exhibition,
I have tried a few baby
strollers on the uneven floor.
The uneven floor includes
sand, stone, incline and stairs.

However, I found that the Overall, I think wheels are really
most challenge uneven floor is important as it makes the stroller
the stone and the smoothest balance and stable.
and the most stable tyres are
from the iCandy baby stroller.
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RESEARCH
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EXISTING BABY STROLLERS
These are the researches of the
existing baby strollers. They are
Bugaboo(1), iCandy(2), Mima(3),
Mylo(4) and Silver Cross(5).
Bugaboo, iCandy and Mima are
considered as the upgradable
stroller because they can be
22

upgraded from mono to twin and
they have the large storages.
Nevertheless, Mylo and Silver
Cross are considered as the
generation stroller because they
are designed to be fashionable
and contemporary styling,

but the storage is small. City
people will prefer the generation
stroller while parents who plan to
have more than one kid will buy
the upgradable stroller.
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FUTURE STROLLER
Origami Stroller is a future stroller that has just
been released in 2012. It uses a remote and can
fold automatically by pressing one button. It is
called origami because the folding is inspired by
origami. However, it doesn’t have the storage. It is
designed to make parent’s lives more convenient
without having the doubt to fold the stroller.

Origami Stroller has raised consideration of safety
issue to the children. It is a robotic stroller and it uses
software to allow it to run. Thus, the concern about
frozen or damaged software are highly regarded
particularly when strollers are carrying children.This
stroller is amazing and futuristic but many parents
still have to consider more about the price as well as
its safety.
23
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CONCEPTUAL STROLLER
These are the conceptual strollers, which were
designed by students. Stroller seat (1) is focus
on seat for mother, thus, mum can have A rest
after pushing and walking for long hours with
the baby stroller. Mum can pull down the handle
of the baby stroller and it becomes the seat,
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so that, she can rest for a while and play with the
baby.
On the other hand, Step by Step Stroller (2,3) has
implemented the idea of climbing the stairs for the
baby stroller.
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ACCESSORIES
These are the accessories of
the baby stroller. QuickSmart
Backpack Stroller(1) is the
backpack stroller for parents
who love traveling. The stroller
can be folded into a backpack
and weighs just 3.9 kg.

Strolli Rider(2) is a baby stroller
accessory that attach to the
stroller for parents who have
more than one kids. It likes a
toddler beginner bike. DadaNana
Baby Carrier(3) is backpack bag
transform to be baby carrier.

Easy Stroll One Handed Stroller
Grip(4) is accessory that attached
to stroller handle bars to allow
the user to push the stroller with
one hand and the user can use
another hand to hold another kid.

25

EXPLORATION

Design Brief - Baby Transportation Storage System

Description
To design storage/ pannier for the groceries
shopping that can attach to the existing baby
strollers, which is foldable, easy to lift and fit
into the car.

Objectives
To create the groceries storage that can attach to most of the stroller
To create a foldable storage system to make it easier to carry
To discover the attached system that can be easy to install, uninstall and lif
To discover the size of the basket that can fit into the car boot with the folding stroller
Why
To avoid the honest stealing mistaken
To let parents and kids enjoy the process of groceries shopping
To make parents’ lives more convenient in the groceries shopping
To avoid the unwanted accidents

26
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DESIGN BRIEF
After the interviews and the
market research, I tried to break
down the opportunity of the
design into few categories and
I have decided to design the
multi-functional storage that
attaches to the baby stroller

and fit into a car boot. The
design direction and challenge
is divided into three parts, which
are foldable pannier; thus it is
easy to carry and fit into the car
boot, attachable to the existing
strollers thus makes the groceries

shopping life more convenient
for parents. I have also decided
the best position for the pannier
to attach to the stroller to
preserve balance and gravity.
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PROBLEMS/ ISSUE
ISSUE #1 Parents have to do the groceries
shopping at least once a week, but they do
not enjoy it because they have to either push
two shopping cart with the babies inside or
one shopping cart with one baby stroller. They
have to be multi task and it is really tired and
inconvenient for them.
28
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ISSUE #2 In New York post on
August 8, 2011, Upper East
Side mom, Elissa Drassinower,
33, banned from supermarket
for life after leaving the unpaid
groceries in the stroller storage.

ISSUE #3 A lot of parents tend
to hang a lot of their stuff on the
baby stroller. Thus, the stroller
become unbalance and the baby
stroller are felled backwards.

ISSUE #4 There are no existing
groceries pannier that can
attach to the baby stroller, thus,
parents will end up put their
groceries inside the stroller or
put the kids inside the shopping
trolley.
29
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EXISTING GROCERIES PANNIERS
Orbit(1) has the panniers for groceries shopping
that attach to the baby stroller. It is removable
storage bags with groceries and foldable.
However, Joolz Stroller with XL Shopping Bag(2)
is a modular bag that attaches to the stroller as
a accessory. This is to solve the inconveniences
for parents for not having enough storage space.
30

Taga(3) is a multifunctional urban vehicle, uniquely
designed to suit the needs of today’s parents and
children. Taga combines the benefits of a premium
stroller and a carrier bicycle to create a new
transportation modality and a shopping bike. The
shopping basket can carry the maximum of 40kg at
one time.
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CONCEPT BABY STROLLER SHOPPING CART
This is the concept design of the shopping cart It is designed by Jeong Haedong and Bae Junseong.
and baby stroller. Babyoom is designed based on The purpose of the design is to bring the convenient,
multifunctional concept, which the transformation save space and save money to the user.
from baby pram to baby car seat to bikes to
shopping cart.

31
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Stokke

Orbit

Quinny

iCandy

Bugaboo

Mylo
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Baby Zen

Silver Cross

Mima

Origami

PROPOSAL OF THE PANNIER POSITION
This is the orthogonal view of
ten most famous baby strollers
in Australia. The challenge of my
design is to be able to design the
pannier that can be attached to
at least four different existing
designs of baby strollers and to
make the assumption of the

pannier location to allow the baby
strollers to stay balance.
As shown in the pictures above,
spheres are the possibilities
of the pannier locations. This
decision was made according to
the similarity of the baby strollers
frame from the side view.

The idea is to put the pannier in
the extra space in the between
of the walking space and the
existing storage. As a result, it will
not occupy to much space of the
baby stroller or make the stroller
become oversize.
33
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ASSUMPTION OF GROCERIES VOLUME
Before designing, I did research on the volume
(weight and space) of the pannier that parents
need for the groceries. Thus, I went to Woolworth
and had assumed groceries for two days.
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The average weight of the groceries in one time
shopping is about 6 to 8kg and the size of the
basket is 43cm length x 29cm wide x 25cm depth.
However, one basket is usually not enough for
family groceries needs
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ATTACHMENT SYSTEM
This is the research about the
attachment method of how
current baby storage bag attach
to the baby stroller. The parts
that attribute to the attachment
process are: safety clip, Velcro,
metal clip, metal pin and plastic
clip.

That is the method to which I had
referred to design the attachment
process of my pannier product to
the baby strollers.
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USER TESTING – GROCERY SHOPPING
These are the scenarios of the
issue that happened to mothers
or parents when they do the
groceries shopping that causes
the problems. As the scenarios
indicated, a mother has to carry
one basket with one hand and
3636
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push baby stroller with the other
hand(1), or she has to push baby
stroller and shopping cart at the
same time(2), or she has to pull
shopping cart with one hand and
push the baby stroller with the
other hand(3), or she has to hang

the shopping basket on the baby
stroller handle(4), or in the last
scenario and the most popular
way to do the groceries shopping
is a mother put all the groceries on
the baby stroller shelter(5).
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USER TESTING – LEISURE SHOPPING
These are the scenarios of
mother who goes shopping in her
free time and it leads to problems.
As shown in the scenarios, a
mother has to hang the handbag
and the clothes on the baby
stroller handle while shopping(1),

she has to hang the purchased
goods on the handle(2), she
has to push baby stroller with
one hand and hold the coffee
on the other hand(3), she has
to park the baby stroller in
the narrow corner to make a

payment in the counter(4) and
she has to push the baby stroller
with one hand while choosing the
clothes with the other hand(5).
From all of the scenarios, we can
see the inconveniences of doing
shopping with children and the
baby strollers.
37

CONCEPT DESIGN

160mm

230m

m
260mm

30

20

305mm
Pannier with Baby Stroller
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Woman (standing angle) with Baby Stroller

Woman (walking pattern agle) with Baby Stroller
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160mm

180mm

30

180mm

20

Man (standing angle) with Baby Stroller

Man (walking pattern agle) with Baby Stroller

PROPORTION OF THE PANNIER
This is the ratio between baby
stroller, the pannier, woman
and man. The approximate
measurement of the pannier
volume allows me to locate it in
the space between the strollers
and human legs.

There are angle of walking
pattern and standing pattern of
man and woman to avoid their
leg to kick the pannier.
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SWOT ANALYSIS
The strength of pannier location
at the back are it is saves space
and is more convenient when
doing the shopping. However,
the threats are that it has higher
chance to fall backwards and
parents will kick the pannier.
40

The strength of pannier location
at the both side is that it is balance.
However,
the
weaknesses
are it makes the stroller wider
and it costs more for user and
manufacturing because parents
have to buy two at the same time.

Attaching the pannier to the front
of strollers are not recommended
as it will take extra spaces, make
the stroller longer. The stroller
thus will hard to turn, which may
lead to accident by hurting the
kid’s legs.
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The strengths of adding the
extra storage to the stroller are
that it creates more space for
storage and it gives the options
of “add on” as accessories to
strollers. However, the threat is
that the overloading will cause
the stroller to fall backwards.

Space

Balance

Convinient

Aesthetic
Opportunities

There is no point to replace the
existing storage as it will cause
the unbalance and reduce the
space of the storage.

Space

Balance

Convinient

Aesthetic
Opportunities

The strength of putting wheels
on the pannier are it creates the
balance and reduces chance of
falling backwards. However, the
weaknesses are it takes more
space, higher chance for parents
to kick the pannier and cannot
reach the brakes.
41
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FORM EXPLORATION
After the observation, I have
to play with the forms that
suit the stroller. I created three
different categories, which are
aesthetic, angle and round edge.
Aesthetic is inspired by diamond
and triangle while angle is inspired

by the walking pattern of human,
which will reduce the chance
of kicking the pannier. Round
edge style however is inspired
by mothers’ love for their
children, which is soft and calm.

I created various mockups and
studied on the volume to figure
out the right measurement and
the right form to suit the baby
stroller.
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CONCEPT DESIGN
Taking to the next stage, which
is concept design. After several
criticizing and discussing, I
decided the form of diamond,
which is the most suitable one
to move on. Diamond form is
symbolized of harmony, balance
and eternality and this will bring

the fortune to the family. However,
in this stage, I made up my mind to
make it foldable instead of a big
pannier. The reasons are it can save
more space and is easier to carry
and disassemble. The diamond is
made of hard plastic shell like ABS
and the inside is fabric.

The idea is parent will use
the pannier with plastic shell
attaching to the stroller and if the
children grow, they can still use
the fabric bag for other purposes,
such as organizer bag or handbag.
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DEVELOPMENT & REFINEMENT

4. Fabric bag
5. Hinges
6. Attachment

46
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1. Universal Clamp
2. Aluminum Rod
3. Pannier

DESIGN ELEMENTS
To make the design brief clearly,
the design elements have to
be generated. There are six
things that need to be designed,
which are the universal clamp,
aluminum rod, pannier, fabric
bag, hinges and attachment.

The pannier and the hinges are one
family of the design. The pannier
is made of ABS and foldable.
The purposes of pannier are to
protect the stuff and to attach
to the stroller. The attachment is
created to connect the aluminum

rod and the pannier. The
universal clamp is produced to
be able to attach to different
existing baby strollers. Aluminum
rod is to connect the clamp and
attachment while fabric bag is
designed to store things.
47
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CAD
Taking to the next process,
which is CAD in Solidworks.
This stage is to prove the
possibility of the design to
be manufactured, to build the
3D from the sketches and to
define the right measurement.
I have built all of the design

parts in Solidworks and realized
that I have lots of failures in
the manufacture process. I
have to do a lot of refinement
to achieve a perfect design. All
of my parts will be produced
in injection moulding, so that, I
have to keep in mind about the

consistency wall thickness of my
parts. The refinement process
that I did were the changes of the
wall thickness of the plastic shell
and the hinges, the addition of the
ribs to create the strength and the
changes of the measurement.
49
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PANNIER MOCK-UPS
The development design of the pannier is
focusing on the ergonomics of the hands and
convenience purposes. Thus, in the development
process, there are the changes of the volume
to allow user to fit the groceries shopping,
the changes of the handle to allow user to
hold, attach and detach the pannier easily and
50

the addition of rectangular holes on only one side
of the plastic shell to allow it to be able to install
the attachment. However, the width of the pannier
is controlled by the adjustable fasteners, which is
Velcro.
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VELCRO DETAILS TESTING
This is one family of the pannier design. The testing
was made to figure the right glue types. Three tests
were made and two different glues were used. The
development process includes the changes of the
measurement and the addition of the “bose” to stop
the Velcro from breaking apart.

The first testing glue was the epiglass powder
combining with the resin , which gave a very strong
bond sticking the Velcro and the plastic together
very well. The second testing glue was kwik gip
and gave the same result. However, kwik grip is less
expensive, thus, the final decision of the glue type
is kwik grip.
51

BAG TESTING
Several developments were made to accomplish
the design of the bag. The first process was to
test the right material of the inside of the fabric. I
wanted it to be stiff, thus, I tried to use different
ranges of thickness of the waddle, polypropylene,
interface and felt. Final decision was to use
the interfacing to make the bag to be stiff.
52

The second process was to find the right material
for the bag. I observed, explored and decided to
use canvas because it is strong fabric and it has
a lot of colors to choose. The third process was
to test the drawstring and to create the design
pattern. I made the decision to use thread to
create the pattern of the bag because it reduces
the cost and the weight of the bag.
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BAG MOCK-UPS
Two mock-ups of the bag had been produced during
the development process. They have different
sewing patterns. The first mock-up used medium
interface and waddling, however, the result was
too big and heavy. The second mock-up used harder
interface, the outcome was that it was too stiff.

From these mock-ups, I tried few more interfaces
and I added the three pockets inside the bag. Two
small pockets on the left and right side of the bag
are for wallet and water bottle. One big pocket in
the middle is for baby clothes, nappies, and books.
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HINGES TESTING
The hinge is one family of the pannier design.
It allows the pannier to fold in order to save the
space. I decided to use the snap fit hinge because
it is cheaper to produce and it saves the material
usage. I did three testing to achieve the right snap
fit. The thing that I have to consider is the fitting
measurement and the tolerance.
54

The first testing failed because the tolerance from
left and right was too loose. The second testing
was made with 0.5mm tolerance changes and the
addition of the ribs. It failed again because of the
tolerance. Thus, the third testing was made. In the
third testing, the rib in the middle was being cut off
to allow it to bend in more angles.
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ATTACHMENT TESTING
Several tests had been conducted in order to achieve
the right measurement, design and tolerance for the
attachment. As images shown above, the transition
of the mock-ups is from cardboard to 3D prints. The
failure was caused by the tolerance of left and right
sides that resulted it was too tight to go in together.

The addition of the ribs was made at the back to
allow the aluminum rod to be inserted into it. The
reason that attachment is different part from
the pannier is because this will make it easier to
recycle. In addition, it gives the user an option to
use the pannier by itself as a fashion.
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CLAMP TESTING
This is the universal clamp that has to be attached
to the different baby strollers. It has three parts,
which are handle, adjustable part that connects
to aluminum rod and the clamp. The idea is handle
and adjustable part will be universal and clamp
will be available in two different shapes, which are
rectangular and oval. The user will buy the clamp
56

according to the baby strollers that they own. Oval
clamp suits the oval and round baby stroller frame,
such as bugaboo and beema, whereas, rectangular
clamp suits the rectangular baby stroller frame,
such as McLaren. Several tests were made to figure
out the right measurement of the clamp, to test
the mechanism tolerance for the adjustable part
and to allow the handle to meet the ergonomics
requirements.
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ALUMINUM ROD
This is the part that connects the clamp to the
attachment. The allowance of tube blending angle
and the offcuts need to be considered.
The offcut was made to allow the attachment to fit
into the rod.

There are three parts, which are the two of the
bending aluminum rods with the offcuts and the
straight rod. The idea is the straight rod is width
adjustable depending on the baby stroller that the
user owns. Thus, the store person will help them
to choose the right rod based on the model of the
baby stroller and assemble it.
57
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PANNIER
The pannier plastic shell was manufactured by
Shapeway in Netherlands. It took about 3 weeks
to manufacture and it was produced by the SLS
(Selective Laser Sintering). The material is nylon.
SLS is 3D print that uses a laser to sinter powder,
layer by layer to form a solid model. SLS is very
popular nowadays for the prototyping because it
is tough and stable for the environment testing.
58

The first step of the production process was
uploading the STL file on Shapeways website and
then prices are listed. Next, payment is made and
confirmation is sent by email. When Shapeways
are ready to send the models, they will send the
shipping tracking number to me. However, there
were unexpected failures in SLS printing process to
my models. There were part lines on my models, the
possible reason is my models are too big.
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ALUMINUM ROD
The aluminum rod was manufactured by Bendtech
Industry in Australia. It took about 4 days to
manufacture and using the tube bending machine.
The tube is aluminum telescopic.

After having talked to the manufacturer and agreed
with some circumstances, I had to make front
payment to let them to start to produce the model.
When the model was ready, I went to pick up and
The first stage of the procedure was contacting made the rest of the payment.

the industry by email and visited the factory in
Clayton.
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CLAMP
The clamp was manufactured by 3D system in
Australia. It took about 5 days to manufacture
and it was produced by SLS (Selective Laser
Sintering). The material is nylon and the rubber
part was produced by the polyjet printer with
hardness of 70.
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Initially, I sent the quote and they replied me with
the price list. After having agreed with the price, I
had to make front payment at this stage. When the
models were ready, I picked them up in the office
and paid off the outstanding amount.
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ATTACHMENT
The attachment was manufactured by 3D system
as well. It was manufactured together with the
clamp and used the same manufacturing technique.
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BAG
The bag was manufactured by Contesta in
Indonesia. It took about 2 weeks to produce.
Firstly, I called the manufacturer and sent them
the pdf documentation of the measurement by
email. The manufacturer contacted me to
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confirm about the color of the bag and I had to make
front payment. When the bags were ready, I made
full payment and they sent email with the shipping
tracking number.
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THE FINAL TOUCH-UP
When I received everything,
I have to build up my models. I
have to assemble the pannier
with the hinges together. It was
challenging because it was really
hard to do the snap fit. I also had
to glue the Velcro inside the

pannier. Technically, this will be
made of Velcro insert moulding,
however SLS could not produce
the insert moulding, I had to do it
by myself.

The clamp and attachment, I had
to use the hand drill to fit the
screws. I had to cut the aluminum
rod to adjust the width and drill
holes to connect it to the clamp
with the aluminum pin.
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PRODUCTION
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MATERIAL AND MANUFACTURE
The
material
of
clamp,
attachment and pannier is
ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene
Styrene). It is strong material
and has the high gloss surface.
The material of the bag is canvas.

Canvas is a strong and tough fabric.
The reason to use the strong
material is that it is last long.
The manufacture process that
will be used is injection moulding.
The reason to use injection

moulding is it is excellent for
rapid production of similar
parts with tight tolerances. It
produces high surface finish,
fine details and excellent.
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PRODUCTION

360 mm

130 mm
400 mm

PANNIER MEASUREMENT
This is the measurement of the pannier. It is
400mm x 360mm with the thickness of 4mm.
The width of the hinge is 130mm. The width is
adjustable by Velcro. Pannier is available in one
size and it fits to most of the baby strollers.
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Bag Size S

Bag Size M

Bag Size L

BAG MEASUREMENT
This is the measurement of the bag. Bag is available
in three different sizes, which are S, M, and L. The
difference is the width. It also available in many
colors and it has the lady and universal color. Man
and woman could use the universal color whereas
the lady color is targeted only for woman.

All of the bags fit to the pannier. User could buy
whichever they like. Thus, bag still can be used by
itself.
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FENNY VERINA
8/ 390 RUSSELL STREET
MELBOURNE 3000
VIC

TAX INVOICE

PANNIER SET FROM SHAPEWAYS (NETHERLANDS)

AUD$

586.00

CLAMP SET FROM 3D SYSTEMS (VICTORIA)			

AUD$ 1,573.00

ALUMINUM ROD FROM BENDTECH (VICTORIA)		

AUD$

460.00

BAG X 6 FROM CONTESTA (INDONESIA)			

AUD$

300.00

						TOTAL		AUD$ 2,919.00
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PRICE PROPOSAL
The prototyping is expensive
and cost almost AUD$3000
because everything is done in
3D prints. However, every part
will be manufactured in injection
moulding and it will be cheaper.
The prototyping is expensive and

cost almost AUD$3000 because
everything is done in 3D prints.
However, every part will be
manufactured
in
injection
moulding and it will be cheaper.
In the market, this model is sold
as a kit.

The option that buyer has is the
choice to buy the bag. Assuming,
the price of the kit starts from
AUD$300++. The price of the bag
starts from AUD$80++.
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IMPROVEMENT
After having assembly with all of the design
parts, I have realized some problems. I would like
to ask myself, if I have time, what would I do for
the improvement. The first thing that I would like
to improve is the hinge, by removing the ribs in
the middle to allow the snap fit assembly easier
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and by adding ribs to stop the pannier from slanting.
The second thing that I would like to improve is
the clamp, by adding the right rubber to stop the
aluminum rod from moving. The last thing is the
attachment, by adding wall thickness to add the
strength.
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PROPOSAL OF FUTURE
I have thought of what is another
functions or alternative options
of this pannier beside the
storage for the baby strollers.
Since it has the attachment,
it could become storage that
attach to the bicycle.

The attachment needs to be
redesigned to allow it to be
attached to the bicycle and the
volume of the pannier needs to be
reduced.
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or

1. Aluminum rod is adjusted according to the
width of the baby stroller.
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2. There are two different clamps, oval
and rectangular. Buy the one that suit
to the baby stroller frame.
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3. Buy the pannier

4. Bag is available in three sizes
which are S, M and L and available
in many colors. Buy the one that
you like.

5. Buy the attachment

The first step is that the aluminum
rod is adjusted according to the
width of the baby stroller. Next,
clamp is chosen based n the baby
stroller frame. There are two
different clamps available; oval
suits the round and oval frame

while rectangular suits to
rectangular frame. Next, user has
option to choose the bag size
and color. Then, attachment is
installed to the pannier and the
step is accomplish and pannier is
on the stroller and ready to use.

MARKETING
The question of marketing
has arisen after the product
been produced. It is sold in one
package as a kit. The kit includes
two clamps, to attachment, one
aluminum rod, one pannier and
one bag. Buyer has to bring
their baby stroller to the store
and buy it.
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Bag is used as a fashion bag
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Bag is used with the pannier
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Attached pannier to the stroller

Pushing the baby stroller with pannier attached on it

VARIATION
This is the transition of bag
to the extra storage of the
baby strollers. The transition is
from handbag to the bag with
plastic shell to the pannier that
attached to the baby strollers.

This leads to the multifunctional
of the usage of the design.
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RENDERING
This is the pannier that is done
in Solidworks and render in
Keyshot. The quality of the
render looks almost the
same as the prototyping.
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BAG
This is the available color of
the bags. Size S is white and
orange, size M is red and grey,
size L is dark blue and yellow.
There is variation of how to use
this bag.

User could extend the string of the
bag and use it as a shoulder bag or
could shorten the string and use it
as the tote bag.
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POCKET
This is the pannier with the bag
inside. User could use it as the
fashion bag by removing the
attachment.

There are three pockets inside bag,
which are one to fit the wallet,
water bottle and other things like
baby nappies, book, etc. There is
drawstring to lock the bag.
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SUMMATION
In inclusive design perspective,
we, as industrial designers, have
to solve problems to improve
people’s life. For my fourth year
project, I have decided to do
create an extra storage that
attached to the baby strollers.

The outcome of my experiences
is that I really like the process of
designing as Industrial Designer
in fourth year. It includes the
research, observation, designing
and prototyping.

I enjoy it very much and I have
learnt quite a lot year and I
hope that this will be useful
experience for my future.
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FEATURED COMPANIES
BENDTECH INDUSTRIES
2 - 8 Buckland Street Clayton
3168 VIC AUSTRALIA
Phone : +61395626703
Email : gabriel@bend.com.au
http://www.bend.com.au/about.html
3D SYSTEMS
5 Lynch Street Hawthorn
3122 VIC AUSTRALIA
Phone : +61398194422
Email : James.Sanders@3dsystems.com

http://formero.com.au/
SHAPEWAYS
Netherlands
Email : service@shapeways.com
http://www.shapeways.com/
CONTESTA BAG
Indonesia
Phone : +62217290571
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